State Reports: A Historical Archive

More than 11.5 million pages of historical state reports & growing!

State Reports: A Historical Archive provides a digital version of Hein’s State Reports Checklist along with linking to the full text of historical state reports. Hein’s State Report Checklist provides researchers with a convenient state-by-state bibliographic guide to published court reports and how they interrelate with the National Reporter System. Information has been collected from William S. Hein & Co., Inc.’s extensive records gathered over many years and sent to the State Law Library and/or a major university law library within each state for verification and expansion. The revised information was then checked against several other reference sources resulting in the most detailed and updated state report checklist currently available.

In total, the database links to more than 600 titles and more than 15,600 volumes of full-text documents. A convenient map tool provides users the ability to quickly access the report index and links to available volumes by state.
State Reports: A Historical Archive

Features

Interactive Map - Use the interactive map from the collection homepage to select the state of interest to see the digital version of Hein's State Report Checklist for that state. This will display the complete checklist for that state with hyperlinks to any State Reports that are available in HeinOnline.

Browse by Publication Title or State/Publication Title - View the State Reports alphabetically by publication title or view alphabetically by State.

For more information about this collection, including pricing, please contact your sales representative or the Marketing Department at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.